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Quantum Simulation: 
Engineering the Quantum World
‘bottom up’ approach:
◦ designer quantum building blocks
◦ i.e. ‘perfect’ crystals trapped ions:
‘top down’ approach:
◦ engineering new dynamics via external fields
◦ i.e. coupling motional and spin states in quantum gases: 
“...if you want to make a simulation 
of nature, you’d better make it 
quantum mechanical.”
- Richard Feynman 
J. Bollinger, NIST I. B. Spielman, NIST
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Our Platform: Ultracold Atoms (They are Really, Really Cold)
T (K)










Bose Einstein Condensation (BEC) 
NIST/JILA (1995)
Hubble Deep Field (2004)
Wikipedia
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Our Platform II: Bose-Einstein Condensates
Evaporative cooling
Elongated condensates
T ~ 10 nK
~250 µm
~8 µm









































































M|x = h |x̂| i
After Measurement:

















































































Weak Measurement For BEC: Phase-Contrast Imaging
BEC
System-meter coupling for phase contrast imaging
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Spinor Bose-Einstein condensates: multiple internal states
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𝑢" > 0𝑢" < 0
Eint ⇠ u2
Z









Weak Measurement For Domain Walls
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Real-Time Picture of Domain Wall Dynamics
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Quantifying Measurement Backaction 
Domain Wall Diffusion Heating
◦ Measurement backaction adds energy to the system 
◦ Measurement observable affects heating 











































Feedback for Hamiltonian Engineering
My Claim: Using feedback signals derived from weak measurement,  we can alter the effective 
Hamiltonian for the system dynamics
u2 and g2 both affect the steady-state condensate phase
d H0 =  i [He↵   µ] dt














+ u0n(x) + u2Sz(x)⌧̂
z + V [M(x)]
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𝑢" > 0 𝑢" < 0
Protocol 2:
◦ g2 > 0 on from 
200 to 600 ms
Protocol 1:
◦ g2 < 0 on from 




+ u0n(x) + (u2 + g2)Sz(x)⌧̂
z
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Ordered phase with 
single spin domains





Condensate Fraction Stabilizes over ~ 200 ms Energy Stabilizes over ~50 ms








Weak Measurement for Domain Walls
Physical Review A 99, 053612 (2019) 
Feedback-Induced Phase Transitions in Spinor BEC
- posting soon! 
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Ian Spielman (PI)
UMD, JQI/NIST 
Thanks to... 
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